ENVISION® Series
Pool Heater Features
Unmatched Performance
and operating costs

superior Quality

Advanced design and premium components achieve
a 25% increase in operating capacity over other
leading heat pumps—saving you money. Operating
costs are 40-60% less than natural gas!
Operating Cost per 100,000 BTU
Electric
Resistance

$3.43

Propane
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Natural Gas

$1.32

Envision Pool
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Electricity @ $0.117 per KiloWatt-Hour
Propane @ $2.44 per Gallon
Natural Gas @ $1.17 per Therm
Note: Fuel prices according to EIA’s US average for residential use.

Every Envision Series pool heater must pass strict
computer controlled run test and quality standards
during manufacturing. Pool heat pumps are
designed to last nearly twice as long as traditional
gas pool heaters. Premium components and state
of the art design are a hallmark of WaterFurnace
International. As the most well-known and
trusted name in the design and manufacture of
the highest quality geothermal systems on the
market, legendary WaterFurnace quality is now
available to heat your pool without an earth loop.
Every unit is backed by a 2-year parts and 10-year
compressor/heat exchanger limited warranty.

State of the Art Digital
Controls Technology
Simple, precise and reliable. Our digital control is
easy to use and maintain. The “Set it and forget it!”
design offers one touch programming.
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Note: Chart above is based on the AC-1750 model.

Environmentally friendly
The Envision Series pool heater uses non-ozone
depleting and low global warming potential
R410A refrigerant. No combustion byproducts
are produced by the advanced refrigerant circuit
design, utilizing clean and efficient electricity.
Higher efficiency also means less electricity is
required to condition your pool.
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